Globalinternet
Billing
Globalinternet Internet offers flexible billing arrangements to assure you have visibility and control
of all costs for your internet services. Billing options include currency, as well as a choice of full or
local consolidation.

Billing

the contract term.
Taxes

Invoices that meet your needs.

Our pricing proposals include any applicable taxes or

Globalinternet offers a high degree of flexibility in the set-

VAT. Globalinternet strives to deliver cost effective

up of your billing. Invoices can be presented based on

solutions to its customers and seeks to avoid unfavorable

your

tax situations.

detailed

requirements.

Our

standard

offer

is

centralized billing where we present you with a single
invoice in the currency of your choice. Additional options

Flexibility

allow you to break down the bill into countries or regions

Globalinternet has flexible billing options giving customers

to

the most suitable solution for their needs. These options

meet

your

business

accounting

structure

and

requirements.

include:

As detailed as you want it & reliability built in.

•

invoice customers from our legal entity in the

Invoices specify all service details, address details. and

Netherlands to most countries around the world,

charges. We also provide the option to include PO

including the USA, without the requirement for VAT or

numbers, reference numbers or other custom-defined

other sales taxes. In most cases this is the optimal and

specifications, enabling you to have full understanding

preferred solution of our customers.

and confidence in accuracy. To accommodate your
filing preferences, invoices are available in PDF, XLS or

Netherlands to Global invoice: Globalinternet can

•

Netherlands to Local invoice: Globalinternet can

XML format.

consolidate all Services within a specific country/

Payment terms

region into one invoice, and invoice from the
Netherlands to land in that specific country. Again,

When sourcing from multiple ISPs, you will be faced with

without any VAT or sales taxes normally applicable.

multiple currencies, payment terms and invoicing dates.

This option is available for an additional charge per

With Globalinternet, invoicing goes on the 1st day of the
month. Standard payment term is 30 days. Options for
extended payment terms up to 90 days are available for

batch of 10 invoices.

•

Globalinternet also has a number of other legal
entities that can offer Local billing.

a surcharge per 15 days over 30.
Currency
Globalinternet will invoice the internet access services in
locally used currency (e.g. services in Australia will be
offered in AUD, in Japan in JPY, etc.). Globalinternet will
then convert these into the currency of your choice, e.g.
USD/EUR. This conversion will be done each month using
actual

f/x

rates

at

the

moment

of

invoicing.

Globalinternet offers the option to fix these f/x rates for

www.globalinter.net

Let’s Talk.
At Globalinternet, we want to make sure you succeed in your
network transformation projects. Let’s get in touch and
explore how we can make this happen.
www.globalinter.net | info@globalinter.net

